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Animal crossing new leaf official guide

Everyone has heard of Mario, but Nintendo is almost as well known for its ultra-popular Animal Crossing series. How much do you know about this beloved life-sim game? QUESTION 10 Family Community Animal Care The three dominant themes of the original game (friendship, family and community) inspired by the creator are difficult to move away from
family and friends in Kyoto to work with Nintendo. QUESTION 2 10 Toy Day Japanese holidays dominated the original game, so it was tweaked well by Toy Day (you know it's Christmas) and Halloween. Valentine's Day Thanksgiving ISSUE 3 Tom Nook The raccoon Tom Nook has slightly different motives throughout different versions, but the endgame is
always the same: He wants the player Bells (money). Del Kapp'n QUESTION 4 10 build the ultimate village as quickly as possible to accumulate most bells to take your time and develop friendships, engage in the village and explore although many games are determined by defeating the ultimate villain and level, Animal Crossing never ends. QUESTION 5
An animal avatar rather than a Mii mayor Users loved his newer ability to become mayor as he was more able to change the village than ever before. The creators said that it helped make it more like real-world community service projects. the parent issue 6 10 Happy Home Academy users are able to customize homes, which are then evaluated by the
Happy Home Academy in exchange for in-game prizes. This feature was finally spind off with the game Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer. Happy Home Evaluators Happy Home Animals ISSUE 7 10 on another continent in the mountains on a desert island Nook, Inc. offers players the opportunity to choose their own island paradise to customize and
grow. However, if you don't like the options when you first quit the game and can restart, choose from the new options. 8. QUESTION 10 once every hour a day Fossil holes, which we then recognize as jagged crosses on the ground, appear every day at 4 p.m. (island game time). Sometimes you sell for big bucks, but at least make a nice piece of island
interior design. once a month ISSUE 9 10 This means that the island is in danger of flooding. It indicates there's a flying package somewhere nearby. Flying packages (the balloon tied to a gift box) drop up several times a day. The whispering sound indicates that there is one nearby. It means it's time to go fishing. QUESTION 10 OUT OF 10 It can be used
for bartering. It can be used for crafting. Sometimes you'll come across random things while fishing or otherwise exploring. Keep it, however, because these items can be used for crafting later. It can be used for composting, which helps fruits and vegetables grow better. Advertising If you want to get the most out of your island Animal Crossing: In New
Horizons, you will have to learn how to fish. Fortunately, Nintendo made it easier to get his hands on a fishing rod and start starting out in the rarest creatures. Once you've figured out the basics, fishing can quickly be a profitable way to spend your time at New Horizons. Read more Get a fishing rod Before you get excited about winding sharks and
coelacanths, you'll need a fishing rod. Unlike previous Animal Crossing games, fishing rods and all other tools can be destroyed - after dozens of uses, the rod snaps and you'll have to craft a new one. New Horizons has a few types of fishing rods available, all of which are stronger than the previous one. These include: Weak Fishing Rod (10 courses) Strong
fishing rod (30 courses) Golden fishing rod (90 courses) If you have the necessary ingredients and DIY recipes, go to the workbench and start the crafting process. Anyone who isn't a fan of DIY projects can usually pick up a fishing rod at Nook's Cranny with a couple of bells. How to fish If you've nabbed a fishing rod, there's nothing else you need to do
before embarking on local waterways. However, you cannot just cast your line anywhere and expect fish to come biting. Instead, you have to detect the fish separately looking for a black shadow lurking beneath the surface. These are available in six different sizes and each size corresponds to a different set of fish. For example, sea perks are always one of
the bigger shadows in the game, while guppies are one of the smallest. Now that your villager's looking into the shadows, it's time to oust your lines. Find the fishing rod in the inventory, select Hold and press A to throw the line. You may reposition yourself a few times and rework it, but eventually the fish will see the bobber and start chewing on the line. Try to
drop the bobber just before the goal to give it the best chance of joining. The fish is interested in the line, be patient and wait for the bobber to go completely underwater. When this happens, press and hold the A button into the coil. If you push too slowly, the fish will escape. Press too early and you will scare the fish before you completely take the hook. It's
going to take some practice, but before you know it, you're going to be a fishing commander. Using fish bait While it's not necessary if you want to speed up the fishing process, it's worth a few extra minutes to make a few fishing baits. With this item, you'll be able to lure the fish to their location instead of wandering around the island looking for them. The
best way to make fish bait is through crafting, and you only need a resource to do so – manila shells. They can be found under the sand along the coast of the island. Look for water spraying in the Take out your dig and dig. You need a Manila shell to create a piece of fish bait, so we recommend filling it up before you go back to the workbench. With a stock
full of bait, simply walk up the body of water you want to fish, open your backpack and use the fish bait. This results in a fish appearing before you, making the fishing process much more efficient. Fishing sites Very much like in the real world, fish Animal Crossing only lives in certain habitats. For example, you'll never find a moray eel lurking in rivers, and it's
not possible to roll an arowana while casting into the sea. Here are all the different places on New Horizons that are hosting exclusive fish: Sea Pier River River (Clifftop) River (Mouth) Pond If you want to fill the Critterpedia, you're going to have to cast your line in all of these places - otherwise you'll miss a whole section of the catalog. Once you have caught
a fish, you can view each detail, but in the meantime you will need an online resource to figure out which animals spawn where. Fishing with eyes closed This sounds strange, but many players like to fish with their eyes closed. While fishing, the game gives out both visual and audible canons. We discussed the visual cue already – that is, the bobber going
underwater. However, experts at New Horizons believe the audible signal is a much better way to detect when a fish is hooked on the line. Here's how it works. When the bobber goes completely underwater, the game makes a unique splashing sound that can only be heard when the fish is hooked on the line. By closing the players no longer bothered by the
misleading fish bites, which caused the bobber to move, causing them to pull the line too early. Instead, simply listen to that different splash before holding reaped the and reeling of the prize. It doesn't work for everyone, but it's certainly worth a shot if you find yourself a little nervous while fishing. Seasons and weather impact of fish availability The last thing
you need to know about fishing is that the seasons and weather have a direct impact on which fish are located around the island. During storms, rare fish such as coelacanth are much more likely to be found along the coast. The same is true for many other species – but let them discover these secrets on their own! Every month, a new fish arrives on the
island. This means that even if you think you've caught everything lurking around the month of August, September will take a lot that you probably haven't met yet. At the same time, certain fish leave at the end of each month, so they race against time to catch them before they head to more appropriate waters. Editorial recommendations Took a few years
longer than some Maybe I was hoping, but an Animal Crossing game is finally coming to the Nintendo Switch. Animal Crossing: New Horizons takes on relaxing and eccentric gameplay gamers love and move to a desert island for a dream vacation. Tom Nook organizes the escape package, so you'll probably have to start stockpiling up bells. You'll also have
plenty of time to build your dream home on the Nintendo Switch and meet new friends during your stay. Here's everything we know about Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Own a slice of paradise As always, Tom Nook's suggestion of a holiday in Animal Crossing: New Horizons seems a little sketchy - and this time in the form of a pseudo-timeshare. In the
trailer, released in January 2020, Nook and his colleagues show the game's characters a package of uninhabited island getaways that show off the customization and creation options available. It also gives us a look at the game box art, which can be seen at the very end of the video above. Nintendo Direct's february 2020 presentation also revealed that
players can choose from several different island configurations. They are typical of different paths and options, and players can choose to live in the northern or southern hemisphere, regardless of their actual location. Once the island has been selected, players can still use the NookPhone to change the topography as they see fit, including adding or
removing rocks and rivers. Bridges and slopes can also be built to make it easier to get across the island. This customization includes game options. The camera can be adjusted from top to bottom similar to the first game in GameCube, which can be more enjoyable for those playing on Switch Lite or in manual mode. The NookPhone can also be
customized so everyone can express themselves in their case designs. Put your feet up Animal Crossing: New Horizons exists as a product of Tom Nook's Nook Inc., which created The Deserted Island Getaway package as its newest vacation destination. You will be able to go camping, complete with a tent and fire, grow plants, sweep resources from trees
and rocks, or just relax on the beach after a particularly long day. When you start, you'll only have a folding crib, a lamp and a radio in your own house. As a Happy Home Designer, you will be able to move things around your home in half units. The uninhabited island is yours to decorate and customize as you see fit and create your dream home on the
property. If you want to have furniture outside, it is also an option, as no city decree to stop it. Of course, since this holiday package is Tom Nook's idea, you can count on him to come knocking before it's too long and demand that you repay the loans you've borrowed. However, Nook Miles will also be rewarded with Nook Miles for Game that can be spent on
items and activities. According to an interview with the 2019 E3 development team, the decision to set up a game on the island is rooted in offering players a new experience – one in which they don't start in an existing village. DIY Recipes The crafting system has been significantly expanded to Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Called DIY recipes, the new
system allows you to create a variety of elements using scavenged materials such as tree branches, clay, hardwood, and stone. You can make tools to help with adventures, signs, water jug, benches, and even drinks. Recipes are conveniently located in an app on your in-game phone. Because there are so many to choose from and because there is such a
wide variety of materials to use for crafting, weeds or other junk items to explore while exploring can actually be used to make new goodies. Visit Tom Nook's workspace and then turn them into new tools for free. If you eat an apple from a tree, you can even put it with energy to garden faster. To get the new DIY recipes, you have three main options. Certain
other animals give you recipes for free and you can learn recipes to find items on the island. If you really need a particular recipe and can't figure out another option, you can also buy them in stores. There are customization options for furniture as well. The color can be changed and special patterns are available to add extra flare. They can be combined, for
example, with a bed, so bed linen is a design, and the color of the frame varies separately. The Four Seasons The Clock plays a big role in Animal Crossing: New Horizons, as it is connected to its own watch in the real world. There is both the Northern Hemisphere area and the southern hemisphere option to better suit your own location and the season will
change throughout the year. This brings new activities, such as winter snowballs, and completely changes the look of the island. If we play in June in the northern hemisphere, it will be sunny, but those who choose the southern hemisphere will have an opportunity in the middle of winter. The wind can change the speed of the island, and it expresses how the
leaves move through the trees. The wildlife they find depends on the time of year. If you're fishing in winter, you'll end up with a lot of different varieties than in warmer seasons. More bugs will come in the summer, and cicadas will make a loud noise at the Nintendo Direct launch in February 2020. Because Nintendo wants players to avoid re-storing, Animal
Crossing: New Horizons won't be compatible with cloud backups. Play together One of the apps that is detected on your mobile phone within New Horizon is called Call an Islander. With this app, you can select the you can play with another person in local cooperative mode. Those who also have a house on the island - a game of an island per Switch
system, so they share - are entitled to join. You only need one Joy-Con controller per player, so two people can enjoy the game together without any other equipment. Up to eight players can share an island and up to four can play together at a time. Each player can be the leader of a party that denotes the flag above their heads. This player will control
where you and your camera move while you play together. There are also local wireless and online multiplayer options. If you play like this, up to eight players can gather on a player's island and perform their activities together. If you want to invite someone else from another island, players need to go to the airport. It opens the day after arriving on the island
and it is also available for travel to someone else's island and sending messages to the postal service. Once players have earned enough Nook Miles, they can buy nook miles tickets to travel to separate islands and collect rewards. They differ each time and are effectively mysteries until they arrive. Anything they found can be returned home, including
materials and animals. But keep your data safe with Animal Crossing: New Horizons is launching alongside a special edition Switch console, but players are interested in buying it they want to add before they start playing on a separate console. The game box of art states that it does not support backup transfers, which means the island starts from a console
only compatible with that console - something. After the introduction, players can transfer their backup data to a second system through a special service. This is only possible in the event of a faulty or lost system and only once. If problems occur a second time, the data will disappear forever. A beautiful new Nintendo Switch For those who are getting their
first Nintendo Switch system or a second for their home, Nintendo has made Animal Crossing: New Horizons special-edition console. The console will be released on March 13, just before the game's launch, and will include a series of logos and icons along the system casing. The console brings a special Animal Crossing dock, as well as light blue and light
green Joy-Con controllers. Getting Better Animal Crossing: New Horizons will be getting additional updates to improve the game after launch, including seasonal events. A special Bunny Day event is coming up in April, and those who play Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp can get special items for the two games. The game also supports Amiibo figures and



cards, and characters with joy-con control appear on the island. When can we play? Animal Baptism: New Horizons will unleash March 20, 2020. Editors' recommendations
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